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About This Content

This DLC pack includes the following items:

Weapons
Chikuwa Rocket Launcher, Takoyaki Grenade Launcher, Triple Mochi Assault Rifle, Revolving Sushi Spray Gun,
Pantry Shower Gun, Shaved Ice Gatling Gun, Matsutake Mushroom Shotgun, Candy Apple Pistol, Dual Shrimp
Tempura Pistols, Sliding Noodle Sniper Rifle, Fireworks Launcher, Water Balloon Grenade Launcher, Soy Sauce
Assault Rifle, Pellet Drum Spray Gun, Tub 'n' Ladle Shower Gun, Fortune Gatling Gun, Dual Lanterns, Bamboo-
Shooting Pistol, Castle Shotgun, Shamisen Sniper Rifle
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Ooo the movment is not so good, I don't get motion sick from much but the sliding was pushing me to the edge in combat.
Seemed like it should be fun but I was dropping frames all the time on 770. Also no reall sense of clipping, Your axe would just
swwing right through a row of guys. Maybe a if you have a beefier system give it a look but the combot didn't get me going..
Awesome Game, make many profit, many nice. So, this game has a few problems. Honestly it feels like it's still early access. It's
kinda buggy, lots of clipping textures, a lot of items that don't do anything or aren't used for anything, a bunch of clearly
unimplemented features, the combat is boring, and can mostly be done by spamming left click and occasionally dodging. It feels
pretty sparse in terms of content, lots of frameworks for features and places for content to be, but not much actual content
within. The voice acting isn't great, and is also inconsistent as to what is and isn't voiced, on occasion cutscenes and
conversations will switch back and forth between voiced and unvoiced in the same scene. The game is generally unpolished, and
somewhat frustrating at times. THAT BEING SAID..... This game is incredibly charming and fun, all the characters are
interesting and enjoyable to interact with. I really look forward to what Pathea will do with the framework that they have put up,
and the content that is sure to come in the next few months\/years. This game is very much worth the price tag, and more so if
purchased on sale.. This is a tough game to review, and whether it's recommended or not depends entirely on the demographic.
Tidalis is a supremely polished and smooth game that has a metric ton of features. The trailers and screens don't do justice to
the sheer amount of content that the game contains, and it's a nice tonic when compared to the occasional Early Access flop that
you see on Steam. There's clearly a lot of love that's gone into the creation of Tidalis.

Fans of puzzle games will find a lot to admire. The gameplay is very solid with a bewildering array of game options. The
adventure mode doesn't take itself too seriously, has a decent sense of humour and is as challenging as you want it to be -
handicap adjustments can be made at any time, though the default difficulty provides a good test without inducing baldness. The
brainteasers offer another dimension, and the level editor is sound. Multiplayer is available in all modes and works well. Special
mention to an excellent OST to round things off. Perhaps I'm sounding overly positive, but I was genuinely impressed with the
level of quality that this game presented.

That being said, it's ultimately held up by its own genre limitation - if you're a puzzle game fan, particularly match-3 games,
then fantastic! I'd urge you to pick this immediately. But for others, it might all get a tad too samey over the course of the game.
Despite some varied gameplay mechanics, it all boils down to the same core principle at the end of the day, and if that doesn't
sound like your cup of tea then it might not be worth it.

I'd still recommend it as an excellent example of what a good puzzler is all about; depth, difficulty and variety.. An old style
RPG that is worth a look. It has good charcterisation and quests, seems family friendly from what I have played.
I give a quick overview of the game\/ review here if you are intrested:
http:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=PajaF50hCng. What is I Shall Remain?

Genre: Top Down Third Person Action RPG
Setting: Civilian searching his MIA brother in New York City during a zombie apokalypse after WWII
Difficulty: 2\/10 - 10\/10 - depends on selected difficulty
Length: up to 30 hours to complete the whole campaign, more than at least 100 hours to unlock all achievements
Mode: singleplayer campaign, singleplayer Last Man Standing
Similar games: Fall Out 1&2, Cold Zero, Survivalist, amongst others

What's good about I Shall Remain?

- apocalyptic atmosphere
- infection of the main character that needs to be cured as a dynamic factor
- lots of upgrades to unlock (called "doctrines")
- well designed side quests which will improve certain skills upon completion
- boss monsters with special loot

The negative aspects:
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- not that much weapon and item variety
- weapons break and infection level rises fast - which make especially higher difficulty levels pretty tough
- sounds are pretty basic
- unlocking all achievements requires at least 10 full playthroughs

Result (and summary for those who have no time reading):

A well made Action RPG, I Shall Remain provides lots of important ingredients for a motivating game: special loot and boss
monsters, many upgrade options and side quests make up for fighting a zombie apocalypse in an atmospheric NYC setting.
Being infected yourself, time is an important factor. On the other hand, the game lacks item variety and conditions can be harsh
- your weapons do break fast. If you're in for achievements, bring some time - to get the 100% mark, you'll need 10 full
playthroughs.

Still reading? Go buy it!. An extraordinary fun current-generation game that was accidently released a decade ago.. it is a lighter
than war thunder. easier control, more speed. so enjoyed shooting, destroying simply.
easily start HIS and so goood.
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truck mechanic simulator 2015 is prety much a reskin of car mechanic simulator 2014 :-( but over all very good game:-). Good
Shooter game!. I have been a rollerblader for years and still am, so i was pretty hype about a new skate game. Sadly this game in
its current state is very disapointing and needs a ton of work. I know its early access but still this game has terrible contorls and
way to many bugs. 90 percent of the time the game will not even load up. There seems to be a huge contrast in design of levels
The bigining park level is great well layed out and looks nice but then I tried the waterpark level its so scarrse a giant area of no
imagination. not to mention the textures are bad.. This is one of the best things I have ever experienced. Short and Sweet Review
for a Short and Sweet Experience.

8\/10. Veni, Vidi ,Vici. I like the route and the trains. I just wish there was a few more scenarios with the ICE. Only two
scenarios are included and one is with bad weather.. Endlessly rewarding. You can go through so many games without
progressing and then achieve all 5 of your goals at once. Well worth more than £2. Bad even for a free game. Got this while it
was in early development and it was quite good. Came back to it months later and it was absolutely fantastic. The game has
changed so much over it's development and it is a shining example of how early access can be done right.
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